Bass Beater Module rev0621

The BASEBEATER unit provides an animated function for specialty neon and plasma gas discharge devices. These are often used as props for bands, DJ's or home audio systems. The unit requires our PVM400DELUX connected to a proper display. It is factory set to respond to the base beats but can be factory set for other audio frequencies.

Setup

1. Set up plasma display system and verify proper operation as per enclosed instructions.
2. Plug in wall adapter and control cable to PVM400Deluxe.
3. Note that the display will be inactive – Switch on Duration Knob.
4. Place Base beater unit near sound source with bass tones.
5. Adjust sensitivity to where unit is triggering the PVM400.
6. Adjust Duration time for desired effect.

Functions

1. Pattern knob is used only for plasma disks and other geometrical flat objects.
2. Sensitivity Adjust sensitivity to where unit is triggering the PVM400.
3. Duration when switched “off” PVM400 unit will run unimpeded.
   when switched “on” will adjust the triggered “on time” of plasma display

NOTE It may take some time to get the settings you desire. You should have a way of monitoring the music as you set the control.
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